Foreword

Barry Boehm

When the software field was growing up, the software being developed dealt mainly with relatively stable applications. These involved relatively stable business and scientific applications, and software involved in controlling relatively stable hardware devices. As experiences in defining requirements for hardware devices found that design solutions would often become requirements and overconstrain the solution space, the software field followed the hardware field in postponing the design until the requirements were completely and consistently defined. This led to the dominance of the sequential, top-down, requirements-first, reductionist waterfall approach used to define, develop, and manage software projects.

One of my jobs at TRW in 1976-77 was to lead a project to formalize this approach into a set of corporate software development policies and standards. These were inculcated in the company via training materials, courses, and a 40-question equivalent of the California drivers-license test that TRW software developers needed to pass. We also highlighted this material in a public relations campaign to show our mastery of software development and management.

This worked very well for a while, but by the early 1980’s the assumption of stable, predetermined requirements began to lose its validity. In particular, graphic-user-interactive (GUI) terminals began to become economically viable. Users much preferred this way of operating, but our requirements engineers found that (1) it was hard to specify graphic layouts in requirement documents, and (2) it was hard to get users to define how they wanted to interact. We encountered the IKIWISI syndrome: “I can’t tell you how I want it, but I’ll know it when I see it.”

Our more creative software engineers began to develop rapid-prototyping capabilities that potential customers found very helpful in resolving IKIWISI requirements. However, when we tried to emphasize rapid prototyping in competitive procurements, we found that we had so thoroughly brainwashed many of our senior software engineers that they would pound on the table and say, “You can’t do that! It’s programming before we’ve defined the requirements, and it violates our policies!” Further, we found that several government agencies had adopted and adapted our policies and standards as their way of doing business. And if undoing corporate policies was difficult, undoing government policies and standards was virtually impossible.

Since then, further trends have made the sequential, reductionist approach less and less viable. Requirements have become more emergent with system use. With COTS products and cloud services, their capabilities drive the system requirements rather than prespecified requirements. Time-to-market pressures and rapidly evolving products such as cell phones have made sequential definition and development processes uncompetitive in the marketplace, along with increasingly rapid changes in technology, organizations, and user preferences. Yet, many organizations cling to
the sequential, reductionist approach as a security blanket. Increasingly, they take several years to deliver a system, and then find that its technology is obsolete and that its users' needs have become much different.

Thus, the appearance of this book, *Software Project Management in a Changing World*, is very timely. It focuses on how people and organizations can make their processes more change-adaptive. It is good in emphasizing in its chapters on cost estimation and risk/opportunity management that unpredictable change requires probabilistic approaches, using range vs. point estimates, late-binding of product-content decisions, and evolutionary development. It has good guidance on agile project management, using principles such as minimum-critical specifications, autonomous teams, skills redundancy, and use of feedback and post-release reflection.

The book is also strong on quality management and on balancing lightweight agile methods with the use of empirical methods, using Goal-Question-Metric and Experience Factory-type approaches to management and use of project knowledge. Its chapters on global project management and global team motivation are strong on identifying and employing knowledge on personnel motivation, and on the importance of investments in team-building and trust, although the chapter on human resource allocation focuses more on algorithmic methods of project staffing.

The strong emphasis on how to make software processes more change-adaptive could have done more on how to make software products more change-adaptive. A good example is the approach in David Parnas' paper on Designing Software for Ease of Extension and Contraction. This involves identifying sources of change and encapsulating them into modules, so that change effects are largely confined to individual modules, rather than rippling through the rest of the product. This also involves identifying evolution requirements as well as current-snapshot requirements for the initial product. Other good product-adaptive approaches include open interface standards, use of design patterns and generics, judicious selection of COTS products that are change-adaptive without destabilizing their users, and emphasizing simplicity via Occam’s Razor or Einstein’s guidance, “Everything should be as simple as possible, but no simpler.”

That said, the book is also strong in identifying sources of change in software technology and their implications for software management. These include big-data and search technology that can enhance project knowledge; and social-media technology that can enable better multi-discipline and distributed-stakeholder collaboration in software requirements negotiation, change handling, and concurrency at decision gates. Also, improved process simulation technology can be used to better understand the likely effects of alternative project decisions, and to determine the domains of applicability of various software “laws,” such as Brooks’ Law: Adding people to a late software project will make it later (not always true if foreseen and done early). It is also strong in identifying alternative software development methods and their management differences, such as open source, inner-source, distributed and global software development, and agile methods.
Overall, I found the book to be a pleasure to read and a valuable source of guidance on how to cope with the proliferating sources of change we all will face in the future. I hope that you will benefit from it in similar ways.
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